We are hiring our third cohort of Junior Conservation Technicians (JCTs). This is a paid program for 9th-12th graders who are looking to gain a deeper understanding of environmental conservation and want hands-on experience working in the field.

This position is best for teens interested in:

- Environmental conservation
- Environmental education
- Working outdoors in all conditions
- Hiking
- Naturalist knowledge
- Bird conservation
- Community science
- Habitat restoration

**Mentorship**

JCTs will be mentored by our Youth Conservation Leadership Coordinator and work alongside Vermont conservation professionals.

**Work Outside**

Work outside at the Green Mountain Audubon Center on conservation projects that help birds and other wildlife!

**Skill Building**

JCTs will leave this position with skills in: resume writing, interviewing, field work, data collection, trail maintenance, wildlife and plant identification, and so much more!

**LEARN MORE & APPLY:**

[VT.AUDUBON.ORG/CONSERVATION/JCT](http://VT.AUDUBON.ORG/CONSERVATION/JCT)

**REVIEWED ON A ROLLING BASIS**